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After Choppy Start, Market Gliding through Current Rate Cycle

The intense news flow from Washington has moder-
ated amid President Trump first trip abroad in his role as
commander in chief. The GOP, electorate and investors have
all been relieved so far at the message discipline during this
overseas period. Investors particularly appreciated the presi-
dential calm given the events of the preceding week, in-
cluding the potential disclosure of sensitive intelligence
sources and a “he said, he said” debate related to the
president’s exchange with former FBI director Comey in
February.

Washington news flow has also obscured what was
once the market’s key obsession: Federal Reserve policy.
Some investors – perhaps a dwindling number – have ar-
gued that all of the stock market’s gains during the current
bull market can be traced to the Fed’s uncommonly accom-
modative policy in the 2008-2015 span.

That argument is harder to make now that the Fed has
been in rate-hiking mode for the past 18 months and stocks
have risen to new all-time highs. The current cycle has been
unusual in that the Fed has gone long stretches without
moving; stock market, behavior, too, has been unusual in
relation to market behavior in past cycles.

THE FED’S RATE CYCLES SINCE 1980
We have documented how the stock market has behaved
during the rate hiking cycles between 1980 and 2006, which
was the last time the Fed moved to restrictive prior to the
current cycle. Those five cycles on average lasted 17 months;
and the FOMC raised the Fed Funds rate by a cumulative
310 basis points over the average cycle. That suggests a
consistently active Fed, which was raising rates by an an-
nualized 200 basis pointss per year in these periods.

We have also documented that the market can handle
anticipation of an imminent rate cycle; that it does fine in
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the first phase of the Fed’s hiking cycle; and that market gains
begin to lag as the cycle plays out. First, the anticipatory
phase. For the five rate cycles since 1980, from six months
before the hike up to the first Fed rate hike, the S&P 500 has
averaged 6.1% capital appreciation. That amounts to annu-
alized capital appreciation exceeding 12%, which is actually
better than the 9.8% in annual capital appreciation on the
S&P 500 between 1980 and 2016. If the Fed is even thinking
about raising rates, the economy must be doing well. When
the economy is rising but not enough to generate real infla-
tion fears, that is often a good time for stocks.

Again for the five rate cycles since 1980, the S&P 500
has averaged a lesser gain of 4.7% in the six months follow-
ing the first rate hike. This annualizes to capital appreciation
approximately in line with the 1980-2016 average on the S&P
500. But it also represents a slowing from the pre-rate-hike
period. We think the effects of Fed action on the market may
be more psychological than actual just six months into the cycle.
After all, economists believe Fed policy impacts the economy
with a nine-month lag. Nonetheless, psychology – in the form
of fear and greed – are powerful forces in the market.

Perhaps the most telling data point is that, for the five
rate cycles since 1980, stock market performance across the
entire rate cycle is a gain of just 9.2%. Given the Fed’s aver-
age rate-hiking period takes 17 months, this works out to a
6.6% annualized gain in hiking years. This lagging perfor-
mance, particularly late in the cycle, is a reflection of the
Fed’s perhaps too successful efforts to cool the economy.

But other factors are at play, also related to market psy-
chology. The stock market is driven by anticipatory impulses.
Successful institutional investors buy stocks at lows in an-
ticipation of future economic growth translating into profit
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growth. Similarly, as the economic cycle winds toward its
downswing, and even with the economy still performing at
high levels, investors cash out winning positions and move
to the sidelines.

THE CURRENT FED RATE CYCLE
While there are no “rules” to a rate cycle, the current rate
cycle has followed none of the patterns described above. That
may partly reflect the uncommon cadence of the current cycle.
Prior to the current cycle, the Fed last tightened in August
2006. Then came the great recession, after which the Fed
arrived at a “tendency” rate of 0.0%-0.25% on the Fed funds
rate. This rate range was maintained for several years, in-
cluding the multi-year quantitative easing period and the en-
suing “taper tantrum.”

The Fed hiked rates for the first time in almost a decade
in December 2015, raising its tendency by 25 basis points to
0.25%-0.50%. Then, with the economy failing to confirm
strong expansion warranting more aggressive policy, the Fed
moved to the sidelines for a year.

Along the way, the Fed (via speeches by its governors
and FOMC members) justified its inaction by pointing to
various forces that were tying its hands. These included fears
that an already strong dollar would further strengthen and
threaten fragile emerging economies; occasionally weak do-
mestic nonfarm payrolls reports, such as in May 2016; and
the disruptive Brexit vote, which acted as a precursor to the
U.S. election coming a few months later.

Many of these events were well outside the Fed’s dual
mandate of maximizing employment while helping stabilize
prices. Meanwhile, the economy continued to expand. Un-
employment remained well below 5%; and pricing threat-
ened to run away, particularly as expressed in PPI raw mate-
rials prices and also in domestic wage gains.

The Fed got back into restrictive mode in December
2016, again hiking by a quarter point. Just a few months later,
the Fed hiked rates by a quarter point in March 2017. After
abstaining in May 2017, the Fed offered post-FOMC notes
that seemed to indicate a high likelihood of a June rate hike.

The FOMC dismissed weakness in first-quarter eco-
nomic activity as “likely to be transitory,” according to the
post-meeting statement released on May 3, 2017. The FOMC
went on to describe job gains as solid while noting that spend-
ing on business fixed investment had “firmed.” Investors read
this language as a clear signal (as clear as the Fed can be in
its opaque way) that a rate hike is coming in June.

What has the stock market been doing across this un-
common rate cycle? Basically, it has been doing the exact
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opposite of the patterns cited above. In the six months pre-
ceding the Fed’s first rate hike in December 2015, the S&P
500 declined 2.5%. In the six months out to June 2016 fol-
lowing this first hike, the S&P 500 edged up 1.7%.

Another odd feature of the current cycle is the sparse
amount of activity. The rate cycle has already been going on
for approximately the 17 month average; yet the cumulative
rate change this time of 75 basis points is less than one-
quarter the average change of 310 basis points.

The punchline, however, is stock-market performance.
Since the beginning of this rate cycle, the S&P 500 has ap-
preciated by 16.9% (based on prices as of 5/22/17). That is
almost double the cumulative appreciation average cited
above.

CONCLUSION
A big driver of stock-market outperformance in the current
cycle has likely been the Fed’s sparse approach to hiking
rates. Rates have not really had a chance to pinch economic
activity. Mortgage rates and rates to finance tendency pur-
chases are still attractive.

But that is not the entire picture. Worth keeping in
mind, for this as for past periods: rate cycles do not happen
in a vacuum. From a fundamental perspective, S&P 500 prof-
its are soaring, reflecting relative stability in currencies, oil
and commodities, which enable firms to do normal busi-
ness planning. That is preventing valuation (particularly for-
ward P/Es) from appearing too stretched.

Globally, multiple years of U.S. dollar strength and
euro weakness has finally made the Eurozone more com-
petitive in world trade. From a secular perspective, the emer-
gence of millennials as an economic force, though still spotty,
could result in the biggest transformation since baby boomer
emergence.

The election results, which have given the GOP total
dominance in Washington, also represent a force well out-
side the Fed’s policy domain. Stocks have risen on hopes
for fiscal stimulus and lessened regulation. Stocks have also
wobbled on concerns that trade wars and healthcare reform
could impair important parts of the economy. The ultimate
impact of GOP and presidential policy will take years to be
revealed.

We see a high likelihood that the FOMC will act in
June. But we do not expect an acceleration from there in the
cadence of rate hikes. The Fed’s caution and patience have
been supportive of steady if unspectacular economic expan-
sion, and that is ultimately good for stocks.

Jim Kelleher,
Director of Research
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